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Recognising emotions from 

faces 
 Recognising emotion from facial expression is 

something people generally do well (1). 

 A study found that on average people with ASC are 

slightly worse at recognising most expressions (2), 

but this varies between individuals. 

 Those with ASC may also have differences in how 

they process motion (3). Does this impact 

recognising expressions in real life? 

The Ekman 60 Faces 

Test — can you name all 

the different emotions 

are shown here? (1) 

(Anger, fear, sadness, disgust, 

happiness, and surprise) 
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How do we test face 

recognition? 
 There are a number of  tests for identity and expression 

recognition, including the Ekman 60 Faces Test (above) 

and the Cambridge Face Memory Test (right). 

 Most of  these tests use static images of  faces, but in 

real life faces are moving all the time. 

 There are no widely-used tests with moving faces, which 

makes it difficult to compare studies. 
The Cambridge Face Memory Test — can you tell which face 

from the bottom row matches the top? (7) 

Recognising identity from a 

face 
 Recognising who someone is from their face is crucial 

for day-to-day life. 

 Some studies suggest that those with ASC have a worse 

memory for faces than neurotypical people (5). 

 While most people with ASC score similarly to NT in 

face recognition tests with moving faces, there is 

evidence different parts of  the brain might be used (6). 

The three key parts 

of  the brain for face 

recognition (4).  


